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X MEANS TRAIN CROSSING

CHANGE YOUR TRAIN OF THOUGHT

You can help keep our communities safe. Act today. mysafetypledge.com

Trains are always much closer than they appear. Look and be ready to stop.

HOW TO PLAY

Play, learn and share rail safety tips with your friends and family today!

Place the thumb and index fingers of each hand in the four pockets of the Fortune Teller.

Have the person you’re playing with pick one of the numbers. If the number is 3, for example, count 1-2-3 while alternating a “pinch and pull” motion with the Fortune Teller.

Each pinch will expose four choices on the inner flaps, and each pull will expose the other four choices.

Ask your friend to pick one of the four choices. Raise the flap to learn an important safety tip or an easy way to help save lives!
• Trains can't stop quickly! Stay away from train tracks.
• Listen for warning bells and train whistles. It means a train is coming.
• Look both ways before crossing tracks. A train can hide another coming in the same or opposite direction.
• Pledge for safety at mySafetyPledge.com and help us save lives!

**DON'T**

• Tell a grown-up to keep the CN Police number handy to report any unsafe situation near the railroad: 1-800-465-9239.
• Never take a shortcut across tracks. Not only is it dangerous, but it's also against the law.
• Never play or stay near a stopped train. Trains can move suddenly, without warning.
• Always remove your earphones or earbuds at crossings. You need to hear the whistles and bells that can warn you a train is coming.

**DO**

• Look both ways before crossing tracks. A train can hide another coming in the same or opposite direction.
• Always walk if you need to cross tracks. Metal railroad tracks can be bumpy and slippery when they're wet.
• Pledge for safety at mySafetyPledge.com and help us save lives!
• 1, 2, 3 go: learn a safety tip from this fortune teller and share it with a friend now!

**HOW TO FOLD**

1. Cut along the black dotted line and place the square in front of you, with the side with numbers facing up.
2. Fold the piece in half horizontally (one fold), and then twice diagonally (two folds) to bring the four corners into the centre.
3. Flip the piece over so the side with numbers is facing down, and fold along the blue dotted lines (four folds) to bring the four corners into the centre.
4. Flip the piece over, then fold along the pink dotted lines (four folds) to bring the four corners into the centre.
5. Fold the piece in half to make a rectangle (the big numbers should be facing up once folded). You're ready to play!